. Three different normalizations to raw counts and how they affect library sizes (numbers give Spearman correlation between different data). The lines represent spline smooths to the data. Counts have been log-transformed for clarity. Key: raw = untransformed, RLE = relative log expression normalization [62] , TMM = trimmed mean of M-values normalization [63] , CSS = cumulative sum normalization [64] . figure. (B) Random forest (RF) classification of microbiota to age groups. Top: confusion matrix from RF-classification (using 1000 trees): darker colour on the diagonal indicates higher within-group coherence. Bottom: relative class error, indicating the integrity of each class, given the microbiota. Figure S9 . The figure shows the OTUs random forest analysis finds the most significant microbes explaining the patterns. Table S2 . Partitioning of prediction variance using PLS (package pls). The model uses only 1000 OTUs with highest SD (this is faster but the prediction is practically the same as with the entire data). Scaling the predictors to unit variance and zero mean gives a better prediction, but the result is qualitatively the same as with unscaled predictors. The message is that age is quite predictable, given the microbial composition of individuals. While land-use is also fairly well predicted from the microbiota, the predictability depends on age, as suggested by the fact that the prediction of land-use overlaps almost entirely with that of age. RA= Relative abundance, RLE= Relative log expression (package edgeR), CSS= Cumulative sum scaling (package metagenomeSeq).
Normalization
Scaling Figure ( A) shows that in each age group, the intra-individual (blue) dissimilarities are smaller than inter-individual dissimilarities (red). Moreover the intra-individual dissimilarity tends to increase with increasing age. However, less than a year old children are exception from this pattern. Figure  ( B) shows than in each age group except in teenagers, the intra-individual dissimilarities are smaller in rural children when compared to urban children even though this difference is not significant in one year-old children. 
